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Abstra t

A new paradigm for the design of self-stabilizing distributed algorithms, alled
lo al dete tion, is introdu ed. The essen e of the paradigm is in de ning a lo al
ondition based on the state of a pro essor and its immediate neighborhood, su h
that the system is in a globally legal state if and only if the lo al ondition is satis ed
at all the nodes. In this work we also extend the model of self-stabilizing networks
traditionally assuming memory failure to in lude the model of dynami networks
(assuming edge failures and re overies). We apply the paradigm to the extended
model whi h we all \dynami self-stabilizing networks." Without loss of generality,
we present the results in the least restri tive shared memory model of read/write
atomi ity, to whi h end we onstru t basi information transfer primitives.
Using lo al dete tion, we develop deterministi and randomized self-stabilizing
algorithms that maintain a rooted spanning tree in a general network whose topology hanges dynami ally. The deterministi algorithm assumes unique identities
while the randomized assumes an anonymous network. The algorithms use a onstant number of memory words per edge in ea h node; and both The size of memory
words and of messages is the number of bits ne essary to represent a node identity (typi ally O(log n) bits where n is the size of the network). These algorithms
provide for the easy onstru tion of self-stabilizing proto ols for numerous tasks:
reset, routing, topology-update and self-stabilization transformers that automati ally self-stabilize existing proto ols for whi h lo al dete tion onditions an be
de ned.
self-stabilizing distributed algorithms, spanning-tree algorithm, leader
ele tion, reset proto ol, dynami networks algorithms, lo ality in distributed omputing, lo al dete tion/ lo al he king.
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1 Introdu tion
In a distributed system it is usually impossible to dete t an illegal global state by individually observing only private states of pro essors. For example, in a token ring, the
fa t that ea h node has at most one token does not imply that there is exa tly one token
in the ring, as required from any legal global state. However, this individual ondition
is true at any node in any globally legal state. In another example, the fa t that ea h
node in a network has at most one distinguished outgoing link does not imply that the
nodes have distinguished a spanning tree, though the onverse is true. In 1974 Dijkstra
suggested the notion of self-stabilizing systems. The notion is parti ularly interesting beause of the above phenomenon: a system an be pla ed in an illegal global state, while
ea h pro ess is individually in a legal state. The self-stabilizing property assures that
su h a system automati ally moves into and stays in a globally legal state regardless of
its initial ondition.
The implementation of the self stabilization methodology pla es a set of pro edures,
one at ea h pro essor, that govern and di tate the ne essary state transitions to guarantee
the eventual entry into a globally legal state and its maintenan e thereafter. For example,
if a self-stabilizing token ring would be pla ed in a state in whi h three tokens are present
in the ring then the self-stabilizing algorithm would automati ally move the system into
a state su h that, in any subsequent state exa tly one token is present in the ring, whi h
ir ulates in a ertain legal pattern.
Sin e the introdu tion of this paradigm by Dijkstra in 1974 many self-stabilizing algorithms were developed to stabilize di erent distributed systems [Dij74, BGW89, BP89,
AB89, KP94, GM91, GH89, IJ90, DIM94, Kru79℄.
In this paper we rst introdu e a new paradigm and methodology for the development of self-stabilizing algorithms, alled lo al dete tion. Se ondly we employ the new
methodology to design a self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithm for the standard model
of asyn hronous networks with a dynami ally hanging topology as in [AAG87℄. Finally
we ombine our self-stabilizing algorithm with the te hniques of [AM94℄ to onstru t a
randomized self-stabilizing algorithm for anonymous networks.
There are several general impli ations to the spanning tree algorithm and the methodology presented here, the most important of whi h is the introdu tion of a self-stabilizing
reset algorithm and its ombination with the transformer methodology of Katz and Perry
[KP94℄. In that paper a general methodology to transform non-self-stabilizing algorithms
into self-stabilizing ounterparts is presented. Katz and Perry assume that a unique leader
exists and use it to manage and oordinate the global dete tion of illegal states. The
self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithm presented here may be ombined with [KP94℄ to
remove the unique leader assumption. Furthermore, our methodology ombined with our
spanning tree algorithm produ e a new self-stabilizing transformer. In the new transformer the global dete tion of Katz and Perry is repla ed by our lo al dete tion, and the
spanning tree algorithm is used to reset the appli ation if ne essary. Thus we onstru t
a self-stabilizing algorithm for any task suitable for lo al dete tion.
Another ontribution of this work is the model of \dynami self-stabilizing networks"
that ombines dynami ally hanging networks that undergo topologi al hanges and the
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traditional self-stabilizing model in whi h memory fault may o ur. In addition, the
algorithms presented here are under a very stri t notion of read/write atomi ity of operations (unlike their original presentation in [AKY90℄). A me hanism to assure the
self-stabilizing ex hange of messages under this ondition is designed and presented.

Related work: First, we observe that a self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithm may

be easily derived from the dynami topology maintenan e algorithm of Spinelli and Gallager [SG89℄. However, being based on the maintenan e and ex hange of full topology
information the modi ed Spinelli-Gallager algorithm would have very high ommuni ation omplexity (ea h node reading O(E ) words from ea h of its neighbors in ea h round,
where E is the total number of links in the network) and high spa e omplexity (O(E )
words of memory for ea h in ident link).
Two other self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithms were developed at the same time
that we developed ours but for a di erent model. In [DIM94℄ Dolev, Israeli and Moran
have designed a self stabilizing spanning tree algorithm with read/write atomi ity, assuming the existen e of a unique distinguished pro essor in the network. If the network
is partitioned, then the parts that do not in lude the unique leader do not stabilize, thus
their model does not generalize to dynami networks, where nodes and edges may fail and
re over. Arora and Gouda [AG90℄ have designed a self-stabilizing spanning tree proto ol
that assumes that ea h node has a unique identity; however they assume a known bound
on the network size in order for the algorithm to self stabilize. The quies en e time
omplexity of their algorithm depends on that bound, regardless of the a tual size. Note
that dynami faults may signi antly de rease the a tual size of a network omponent
(e.g., to a logarithmi size in the bound). In our algorithms we either assume a network
bound is unknown or we assume a bound on the network whi h is only used to allo ate an
e e tive register and message size but does not in uen e the a tual stabilization-time. In
[IJ90℄ Israeli and Jalfon present an interesting randomized algorithm for passing a token
(i.e., random walk) in general networks, under the assumption that n the total number
of nodes is known. This paper was then extended by Coppersmith, Tetali and Winkler
in [CTW93℄. Many other self-stabilizing algorithms were designed and the above is in by
no means a omplete referen e list, however the above four works are losely related to
ours in terms of models and assumptions.
The methodology of ombining self-stabilizing building blo ks to ompose a more
omplex self-stabilizing algorithm is beyond the s ope of our paper. Su h methodologies
were introdu ed and studied in [KP94, DIM94, IJ90, Sto93℄. Su h a omposition is
employed when we use our tree algorithm as a building blo k for designing self stabilizing
transformers, self stabilizing reset, et .
Subsequent to [AKY90℄ and independently of the urrent paper S. Dolev, Israeli
and Moran [DIM91℄ have also presented a randomized ele tion algorithm for anonymous
networks.

Model: Unlike [DIM94, AG90, IJ90℄, in this paper we make no extra assumptions that

may limit the standard asyn hronous network model or their running times [GHS83,
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AAG87℄. We introdu e a model of a fault tolerant self-stabilizing network that generalizes the model of dynami networks. Thus, we require that onne ted omponents of a
possibly partitioned network ontinue exe uting the proto ol and eventually stabilize in
a time proportional to their size. Our algorithm support this requirement sin e onne tivity to a distinguished node is not assumed and the algorithm is symmetri , i.e., works
orre tly over any set of onne ted pro essors.
In the basi model we onsider here ea h node has a unique identity represented
in O(log n) bits (we relax this model later on and use randomization). The spanning
tree algorithm stabilizes in a nite amount of time after the end of any sequen e of
topologi al hanges and nodes memory orruption (node IDs may not be orrupted). The
ommuni ation model assumed is that of shared memory, i.e., ea h pair of neighboring
nodes share a pair of atomi read/write registers. Ea h atomi operation is either a read,
or a write, or an internal operation (in this respe t we follow [DIM94℄). The algorithms
presented here an be adapted to the message passing model by using the te hniques
of [AB89, AGR92, AV91, Var92℄. This transformation to the message passing model is
possible under the realisti assumptions that (1) the apa ity of ea h link is bounded,
and (2) for ea h link one of its in ident nodes is distinguished as the link master (an
assumption that trivially holds if nodes have unique identities). This adaptation will not
be treated here.
The spa e omplexity of our spanning tree algorithm is O(log n) bits per edge. This
spa e omplexity overhead is negligible sin e the standard message size is also O(log n)
bits and one message bu er is kept in any event for ommuni ation purposes at ea h
in ident link. We remark that for bounded-degree networks or networks where spe ial
ontrol signals ( hannels) are used (rather than transferring ontrol over regular messages) it makes sense to further redu e the spa e requirements, as was re ently pursued
in a number of works [MOOY92, IL94, AO94, PY94, MOY96℄. Our stabilization-time
omplexity is O(n2 ).
When unique ID's are not available, we employ randomized algorithms that do not
need prede ned ID's. The spa e bound in this ase is onsidered under two model variations: Either, as in pra ti e, a O(log n) bit size register is given (and, this is the only
usage of n), or (whi h is more theoreti ally appealing) the register size is unbounded. In
the later ase, the adversary is onstrained to a ess (and orrupt) any nite pre x of
the registers, while the algorithm is apable of a essing the pre x plus O(n) additional
bits of the register in one step.

Lo al dete tion and its extensions: The essen e of lo al dete tion is that the system

is in a globally legal state if and only if a ertain lo al ondition is satis ed in all the
nodes of the network. The lo al ondition in ea h pro ess is a boolean expression over
the variables of the pro ess and the variables of its immediate neighbors in the network.
Thus, it is enough for a node to ex hange state information with its neighbors to either
maintain orre tness, or to restart the algorithm in ase it enters an illegal state. Hen e,
in a onstant amount of time after the global state is be oming illegal, a reset or some
other orre tion is a tivated. This is analogous to a jigsaw puzzle where lo al mat hings
throughout imply a global legal state.
4

A straightforward example where the lo al dete tion method may be applied is in
the topology update algorithm. In this algorithm ea h node maintains a des ription of
the entire topology in its memory. To fa ilitate the lo al dete tion ea h node is also
assumed to eventually know the orre t state of ea h of its in ident links, this is a hieved
by a self stabilizing link level proto ol [AB89, APSV91℄. Ea h node repeatedly he ks
the onsisten y of its information, i.e., it ompares its topology des ription to that of
its immediate neighbors, and it he ks that its own topology des ription agrees with its
knowledge about the state of its in ident links. It is easy to verify that if the network is
in a global state in whi h some of the nodes have an in orre t topology des ription then
some of the nodes would dete t an in onsisten y. If a dis repan y is dete ted, then there
is an in onsisten y that the topology update algorithm must orre t.
Note that in the simple example above, a node has to read the entire topology of
ea h of its neighbors in ea h round of omputation. Sin e su h an amount of information
an be neither stored in one register nor held in one message, (be ause ea h of these is
typi ally restri ted to O(log n) bits) then the ex hange of lo al information in ea h round
would take O(minfE; n2 = log ng) time. In the algorithms presented herein, the amount
of lo ally ex hanged information is O(log n) bits, thus ea h round takes O(1) time.
Unlike the lo al dete tion suggested here, in [KP94℄ an illegal state is dete ted by
olle ting information about the global state of the network to one pro essor. This
global dete tion is harder and mu h slower to implement sin e it requires knowing an
upper bound on the delay for olle ting the global information.
Following the original version of our paper several other self-stabilizing algorithms
that employ the lo al dete tion paradigm were designed. In [AV91℄ methods are suggested
to apply the lo al dete tion ( alled there lo al he king) to other tasks, su h as, shortest paths, topology update, leader ele tion, and omputing a maximum ow. Re ently
[APVD94℄ developed a methodology to ombine the lo al dete tion prin iple with any self
stabilizing reset proto ol that has ertain properties. Another ontribution of [APVD94℄
is an exa t and formal de nition of lo al dete tion ( he king) and a rather general hara terization of the tasks that an be lo ally he ked, and globally orre ted. Together with
[AV91℄ and [APSV91℄ the work of [APVD94℄ yields a omprehensive understanding of
the usage of lo al dete tion for self stabilization. In [APSV91℄, the methodology of lo al
dete tion and global orre tion developed herein is extended to lo al dete tion and lo al
orre tion. In the lo al orre tion a reset pro edure is lo ally a tivated. The methodology is applied in [APSV91℄ to develop self-stabilizing intera tive distributed proto ols,
su h as, end-to-end ommuni ation and network reset. In [AKM+ 93℄ and [A94℄, lo al
dete tion is used to self stabilize a network syn hronizer [Awe85℄. Another body of work
in [NS93℄ onsiders a related question where a lass of Lo ally Che kable Labels is dened and shown as a useful tool in the de nition of lo al he king and omputing in a
distributed setting. In parti ular, Naor and Sto kmeyer [NS93℄ show other tasks that
an be easily and lo ally he ked, su h as the maximal independent set; further results
in this model are in [MNS94℄.
Organization: In Se tion 2 we present the model of dynami self-stabilizing networks. In Se tion 3 we present our main algorithm and in Se tion 4 its orre tness.
Related dis ussions and extensions are in Se tion 5, and on lusions in Se tion 6.
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2 The Model
The network onsists of a set of n pro essors ommuni ating by reading and by writing
shared memory. Ea h pro essor has its own set of single-writer multi-reader registers. A
pair of pro essors that ommuni ate dire tly an read ea h other's register. The dire t
ommuni ation relations between the pro essors is represented by an undire ted graph
(V; E ), where V is the set of pro essors, and (p; q ) 2 E if and only if p and q an read ea h
other's registers. To break symmetry we rst assume that ea h pro essor has a unique Id
(hardwired in its ode). The total number of pro essors, n, is unknown to the pro essors
and may hange dynami ally.
Pro essors ommuni ate only by reading the memory of neighboring pro essors and
by writing, ea h to its own lo al memory. Ea h pro essor is a state ma hine with a
bounded number of states (whi h an be a fun tion of n). The lo al omputation at
ea h pro essor is a sequen e of transitions, ea h onsisting of an operation that moves
the pro essor from its given state to a new (possibly the same) state. Ea h pro essor
operation is either a lo al omputation step, or an atomi read of a neighbor`s memory,
or an atomi write of its own memory. Without loss of generality we assume that in
one atomi step a pro essor an both read and write its own (non shared) memory. The
fair s heduler (demon) of the global omputation is an in nite sequen e of pro essors
su h that ea h pro essor appears in the sequen e in nitely often. Whenever a pro essor
appears in the s hedule its next transition is performed (every pro essor always has an
operation (e.g. read one of the neighbors memory) that is enabled unless the pro essor
experien es a fault). Su h an Atomi Read/Write demon for self-stabilizing omputations
was rst introdu ed in [DIM94℄: they show how to onvert self stabilizing proto ols to
work with Read/Write atomi ity.
We use the notion of time only for the sake of analyzing the omplexity (but not for
the spe i ation of the algorithm). We use the rather standard de nition where ea h
a tion of ommuni ation (a read of a neighbor's register, or write of an own register)
takes at most one unit of time. In ea h time unit one register may be read from or
written into. The time- omplexity measure is a e ted by an in rement of one when the
urrent transition has ausal relationship with (i.e., must rely upon and is a e ted by) a
previous transition. In a unit of time, traditionally, an O(log n)-bit size message an be
read by a neighbor; we employ su h messages.
A lo al state is the memory ontent of one node. The Cartesian produ t of lo al states
of all pro essors de nes the global states. In a self-stabilizing system, a subset of the set
of global states is de ned as legal global states. From a legal state the omputation
moves the system only to another (possibly the same) legal state and, starting from any
state a fair s heduler eventually brings the system to a legal state. At the start of the
omputation the adversary may put ea h pro essor in an arbitrary lo al state.
A proje tion of the global state on a set V AR of variables is the Cartesian produ t
of lo al states where all the variables ex ept for those in VAR are omitted. A self
stabilization problem P is de ned by a set of legal global states using some set of variables
V ARP . A (self stabilizing) proto ol (or system) solves P if the proje tion of the global
states of the system on V ARP indu es a mapping from the legal states of the system
6

onto the legal states of the problem.
We assume the model of a dynami network, that is, links and pro essors an be
removed and added an arbitrary number of times. We further assume that there is a
lo al self-stabilizing me hanism that eventually updates at ea h pro essor the status of
its in ident links and neighboring pro essors. When a link is down the pro essors in ident
to that link annot read ea h others memory. We assume that the sequen e of topologi al
hanges is nite (i.e., eventually topologi al hanges ease). Su h assumptions represent
a system whi h rea hes a working state for large enough time and are ommon in the
literature (see for example [AAG87℄).
In a dynami self-stabilizing network, a state is de ned as legal if rst, the topologi al
hanges have eased, and se ond in this nal topology it is in a legal state.
In the spanning tree problem ea h node has a Parent variable, that holds an Id of
a neighboring pro essor. We say that a tree spans the network ( omponent) when the
olle tion of the Parent variables of the network ( omponent) de nes su h a rooted tree in
the graph-theoreti sense, i.e., a rooted tree data-stru ture of re ords labeled by the Id's.
(For onvenien e in our algorithm the parent pointer of the root points at the root itself.)
Our main algorithm is a self stabilizing pro edure that omputes su h a tree. Using
this algorithm as a building blo k it is easy to onstru t several other self stabilizing
algorithms su h as: mutual ex lusion, snapshot, reset, and leader ele tion (using the
methodology mentioned above). Given a reset proto ol many problems an be solved in
a self stabilizing manner. Given the tree, a global he king su h as that of [KP94℄ an
be performed more eÆ iently along the tree.

3 A Self Stabilizing Spanning Tree Algorithm
Our methodology distinguishes between two parts of self-stabilizing algorithms, namely
the dete tion ( he king) part, and the reformation ( orre tion) part. The main observation, as was de ned above, is that it is possible to dete t a globally illegal state by
verifying only lo al onditions. If the system is in a globally illegal state then at least
one of the nodes observes that its lo al ondition is false. Nodes with a false lo al ondition start the reformation part of the algorithm, whi h will bring the system ba k to
a legal state. We remark that when the \dete tion via lo al he king" idea is translated
to the message-passing model, we require an ongoing lo al ex hange of state information
between neighboring nodes. (This is needed in order to he k the lo al ondition, sin e
this lo al ondition depends on the values of variables at the neighbors.) It is know that
self-stabilizing systems have to be inde nitely a tive when solving a non trivial (global)
task. Otherwise, if there is a legal global state in whi h the system may be dormant, the
adversary would pla e the system in su h a global, but in onsistent state. The advantage
of our methodology is that only the dete tion part, whi h is lo al, is inde nitely a tive
and rea ts to memory orruptions and topologi al hanges in onstant time by a tivating
the orre tion part.
In a nutshell, the algorithm an be des ribed as follows. Upon dete ting a globally
illegal state any node v starts a pro ess of onstru ting a spanning tree labeled by its
7

Id and rooted at v . During that pro ess \larger identity trees" take over \lower identity

trees". That is, a node that belongs to a tree that seems to be rooted in a smaller identity
node and has a neighbor belonging to a tree with a larger identity root, takes ( areful)
measures to join the tree rooted at the larger identity node. Eventually, the tree of the
largest Id node overruns all other trees and spans the onne ted omponent.
A spanning tree is distributively maintained in the network by keeping at ea h node
a pointer to the node's parent in the tree. The parent pointer of the root points to itself.
One of the main diÆ ulties in self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithms stems from the
fa t that in an erroneous state the parent links ould be pla ed in a y le. For example,
if a spanning tree algorithm is based on the spanning tree that is labeled and rooted at
the node with the largest Id, then a Hamiltonian y le labeled with a label larger than
all the Id's in the network would look to ea h node lo ally as a legitimate tree. One
way to ir umvent this problem is, for example, to assume that nodes know the value of
the maximum identity, or equivalently to require that exa tly one node an be the root
[DIM94℄. Another possibility is to assume that the nodes know an a-priori bound on
the network size and use a distan e parameter to dete t y les [AG90℄. That is, illegal
situation is dete ted in [AG90℄ when the value of the distan e parameter is larger than
the bound on the number of nodes. These two kinds of restri tions are undesirable in
the ontext of dynami networks, where availability of a unique node or a tight bound
on the size of a network onne ted omponent annot be assumed.
The algorithm rst uses lo al dete tion to observe an illegal state. For the algorithm
to progress, we then de ne transient states that although are illegal satisfy some other
lo al onditions. The transient states are a sequen e of steps in the algorithm that move
the system from an illegal state, to the desired globally legal state.
When a node wishes to join another tree whose root Id is larger, that node has to
propagate a request \message" along the new tree bran hes to the root and to re eive a
grant message ba k. Of ourse, these messages propagate through the shared memories of
the nodes via a sequen e of read and write operations. The paradigm of lo al dete tion
is applied also to the me hanism that propagates these messages. That is, an illegal
message (e.g., one that was not initiated by the node that is laimed to be its sour e) is
dete ted and eliminated.
We show that on e the network rea hes a global legal state, that state will persist,
while the transient states are non-re urring. That is, the system passes through those
states but will not return to them unless the network topology hanges again or new
faults o ur.
3.1

Detailed Des ription

To simplify the algorithm and its proof of orre tness we assume that ea h pro essor
maintains all its shared variables in one single-writer-multi-reader atomi register. (No
generality is lost sin e this register an be implemented in the ase that the variables are
in fa t given ea h as a separate register.)
Performing the algorithm (the ode is given in Figure 1), ea h node loops forever and
8

follows a three step iteration, omprising of the following ommands: (1) read all the
neighbors' memories, (2) update a lo al opy of the neighbors variables, and (3) he k
various onditions and de ide whether to perform a state transition or not, if yes then
perform the transition.
We distinguish between two kinds of shared variables in ea h node. The variables
that intuitively apture the \a tual" state of the node, and those that are used for
ommuni ation and syn hronization between neighboring nodes. A variable Var of the
rst type at node v is denoted v:Var and is alled a state variable.
We impose a stri t dis ipline of ommuni ation between the nodes in the algorithm.
Before a node may hange any of its state variables all its neighbors must know and
re ord the value of its urrent state variables. To a omplish this syn hronization we give
ea h node a sequen e number state variable (whi h may have one of three allowed values)
alled v:Toggle and syn hronization variables, alled e ho, one for ea h of its neighbors.
Before any hange in its state variables ea h node u reads its neighbors variables in
two steps: In the rst step, for ea h neighbor v the pro essor at node u reads the variables
of v into an internal variable, lo al to u. In the se ond step, for ea h neighbor v , the
pro essor at u writes the value of v:Toggle read in the rst step, into the orresponding
e ho shared register that node u maintains for neighbor v . We denote the e ho of v:Toggle
at node u by u(v:Toggle) and the internal opy at node u of any other state variable v:Var
by u(v:Var). These opy and e ho variables are not state variables (neither of node u nor
of node v ).
Ea h time a node hanges the value of its state variables it in rements its toggle
variable modulo 3. Thus, if v:Toggle equals to the last value v read in u(v:Toggle), then
node v \knows" that u \knows", and agrees with v on the value of its urrent state
variables (see Lemma 4.2).
In the ode of a node, ea h referen e to a neighbor's variable (ex ept when reading it)
is to the internal opy of the neighbor's variable. For the sake of larity, su h a referen e
(to a state variable Var of node u) is written as u:Var in the ode of the pro essor at node
v (instead of writing \v "s internal opy of u:Var, or of writing v (u:Var)).
Ea h node v in the network has 10 state variables whi h we lassify in four groups.
1. v:Toggle is the three valued integer, toggle ounter, as explained above.
2. The standard variables f Id, Edge list g:

v:Id is the read-only (hardwired) identity of node v and
v:Edge list is a lo al list of node identities su h that the in ident link from v to
ea h node u in the list is believed to be operational and the pro essor at ea h
su h node u is also believed to be up. This list is maintained by a lower level

self-stabilizing proto ol whi h is beyond the s ope of this paper. The lower
level proto ol guarantees that ea h hange in a link or node status is eventually
re orded in Edge list. If v is reading the memory of its neighbor u while u's
status in Edge list is in orre t, then that read may return any value.

3. The variables related to the tree stru ture f Root, Parent, and Distan eg where:
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v:Root is a node identity whi h in legal states is supposed to be the identity of the
root of the tree to whi h node v belongs; (we omit the word \supposed" in the

sequel.)
v:Parent is the identity of the parent of v in the tree.
v:Distan e is a non-negative integer whi h is the distan e, in the tree, from node v
to its root.

4. The variables related to passing the request and grant messages fRequest, From, To,
and Dire tiong (all of whi h may also be assigned the spe ial value ?) where:

v:Request is a node identity whi h is either an Id of a node that is urrently requesting to join the tree to whi h v belongs, or is equal to v:Id if v itself is

trying to join another tree;
v:From is a node identity whi h is either the Id of the neighbor from whi h v opied
the value of v:Request, or v:Id if v has initiated a request in an attempt to join
a new tree;
v:To is a node identity that is the name of a neighbor of v through whi h v is trying
to propagate the Request message;
v:Dire tion is either Ask, to indi ate that the node whose Id is in v:Request wishes
to join the tree, or Grant to indi ate that this request has been granted.
A formal des ription of the algorithm is given in Figure 1. The program onsists of a
set of a tions, ea h is spe i ed as:

hguardi ! h ommandi
where the guard is a Boolean expression and the ommand is a sequen e of assignments.
A pro ess exe utes an a tion if the a tion's orresponding guard was found true. The
exe ution of the algorithm at ea h node pro eeds by repeating forever an in nite loop,
that in ludes a read of all the neighbor's shared-memory into internal opies. Then, the
guards of all the a tions are evaluated one after the other (using the internal opies). If
any is true, then the orresponding a tion of one su h true guard is performed atomi ally.
Sin e the evaluation of the guard uses only internal (non shared) variables we assume
(without loss of generality) that the evaluation of the guard and the writing of the shared
memory together is an atomi operation. Starting at any point of time, any node reads
the shared-memory of ea h neighbor in Edge list in nitely often by this sequen e of steps.
In the following we de ne a lo al ondition, alled st, on the variables at ea h node
su h that the ondition holds at all the nodes if and only if the network is in a globally
legal state in whi h a orre t unique tree spans the network. The ondition is periodi ally
he ked by ea h of the pro essors. If a violation is dete ted then the algorithm takes the
network through a nite sequen e of state transitions to a globally legal state in whi h
the ondition holds at all the nodes.
Condition st(v):
f[(v:Root = v:Id) ^ (v:Parent = v:Id) ^ (v:Distan e = 0)℄ _
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[(v:Root > v:Id) ^ (v:Parent 2 v:Edge list) ^ (v:Root = v:Parent:Root) ^ (v:Distan e =
v:Parent:Distan e + 1)℄g
^ (v:Root  maxx2Edge list x:Root)
whi h reads as follows:
f[v is a tree root℄ _ [v is on a tree bran h℄g
^ (v0s root identity is not smaller than its neighbors root identities).
Re all that when node v he ks and nds that Condition st holds at node v , it holds
for the internal opies at node v . Thus, for example, the term (v:Root = v:Parent:Root) is
a shorthand for writing (v:Root= v (v:Parent:Root)). We use this shorthand whenever no
ambiguity arises. Also note that for the global state to be legal it is required both that
(1) Condition st holds; and that (2) the value of v (v:Parent:Var) = v:Parent:Var for every
variable v:Parent:Var that appears in the de nition of Condition st. Re all, however, that
nodes repeatedly read the variables of their neighbors. Thus, if (1) above starts holding
inde nitely, then (2) above eventually (in a onstant time) be omes true as well.
If Condition st is not satis ed at any of the nodes then the algorithm takes the network
from the illegal global state to a legal state through a sequen e of transient semi-legal
states. Another lo al ondition, alled frst, is de ned on the variables at ea h node su h
that Condition frst holds at all the nodes if and only if the network is in a globally semilegal state (and will enter a legal state in a nite number of transitions). If Condition
frst is satis ed at all the nodes, then the graph indu ed by the parent pointers in the
network has no y les, hen e it is a dire ted forest.
Condition frst(v ):
[(v:Root = v:Id) ^ (v:Parent = v:Id) ^ (v:Distan e = 0)℄ _
[(v:Root > v:Id) ^ (v:Parent 2 v:Edge list) ^ (v:Root = v:Parent:Root) ^ (v:Distan e =
v:Parent:Distan e + 1) ^ (v:Root  maxx2Edge list x:Root)℄
Note that frst di ers from st by the omission of ^ (v:Root  maxx2Edge list x:Root)
from the rst term (the rst pair of square bra kets, namely when v is its own root).
Clearly st(v ) implies frst(v ) but not vi e-versa.
If the pro ess at node v dete ts that Condition frst(v ) (and thus also Condition
st(v )) does not hold, it be omes a root by performing A tion 1. When node v is a root
the following ondition holds at v :
(v:Root =v:Id) ^ (v:Parent = v:Id) ^ (v:Distan e = 0).
By be oming a root Condition st(v ) does not ne essarily be ome true, however Condition
frst(v ) does be ome true. If Condition frst holds at all the nodes then the graph indu ed
by the parent pointers is a forest. Ea h tree in the forest is labeled by the identity of its
root. When Condition frst holds in the network then Condition st holds at nodes that
belong to the tree that is labeled with the maximum identity in the network. If Condition
frst(v ) is true but st(v ) is false, then node v eventually joins the tree- onstru tion pro ess
of a neighboring tree, with a larger Root (A tion 2).
If node v is a root and its Id is not larger than all its neighbors' Roots, it attempts to
join another tree. It hooses the neighbor u whose Root is the largest among the Roots
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(true) do
the shared memory of ea h neighbor in v:Edge list into an internal opy;
write the value read from ea h neighbors Toggle variable into its orresponding e ho;
if for every neighbor u: u(v:Toggle )=v:Toggle
then sele t one of the following ommands whose guard is true and perform it:
1.
f rst
v:Root :=v:Id;
/*make f rst true*/
v:Parent := v:Id
v:Distan e := 0

While

read

:

!

2. f rst

^ (9 2
u

Edge listj

!

v:

(u:Root = maxx2Edge list x:Root) >v:Root=v:Id)

^:AlreadyAsking
/*make a request*/
^ : 00

3. st

/*make

^

rqst

rqst

0

!

true*/

^: ^ 9 2
^
6

j

!

rqst
( w v:Edge list
(w:Dire tion = Ask) (w:To =v:Id)
(w:Request = w:Id = w:Root = w:From)
(v:Parent:From = v:id))
/*Forward a request from a neighbor */

4. st

5. st

rqst

^

^

^ : ^ (9 2 Edge listj
Parent = Id) ^ ( To= Id)^
Dire tion = Ask) ^ ( Request 6= ?)^
Request=
6 Id)^( Parent From =6 Id))

!

^

^

!

^

^

^

rqst

0

rqst

w

v:

(w:
v:
w:
v:
(w:
w:
(w:
w:
v:
:
/*Forward a request from a hild */

^

^

!

rqst
(v:To = v:Parent =u:Id)
(u:Dire tion = Grant) (v:Dire tion = Ask)
(u:Request =v:Request) (u:From =v:Id)

7. st

8. f rst

^

^: ^
st

^

^

2

^

^

Request :=v:From :=w:Id
v:To :=v:Parent
v:Dire tion := Ask

v:

Request :=w:Request
v:From :=w:Id
v:To :=v:Parent
v:Dire tion := Ask

v:

^

^

Dire tion := Grant

v:

Dire tion := Grant

v:

/*forward a grant*/

(v:Dire tion = Ask) (u:Id v:Edge list)
(v:Request = u:Request = v:From = v:Id = v:Root)
(u:From =v:Id) (u:Dire tion = Grant)
(v:To = u:Id) (u:Root >v:Root)
/*join*/

^

Request := v:From :=
v:To := v:Dire tion := ?

v:

v:

rqst
(v is a root) (v:Dire tion = Ask)
/*grant a request */

6. st

Request :=v:From :=v:Id
v:To :=u:Id
v:Dire tion := Ask

v:

^

!

Parent := u:Id
v:Distan e :=
u:Distan e + 1
v:Root :=u:Root
v:Request := v:From :=
v:To := v:Dire tion := ?

v:

Toggle := v:Toggle + 1 mod 3;

v:

end

fof the while (true)g

Figure 1: The ode of the spanning tree algorithm at node v .
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of its neighbors, and makes a request to join as a hild of this neighbor u (A tion 2). For
that it sets its v:Request and v:From to its own Id, v:Dire tion to Ask and v:To to u.
Of ourse, node v issues su h a request only if it is not urrently waiting for the answer
of a similar request. That is, assume that v has a neighbor w whose Root, like that of
u, is the largest among v 's neighbors (i.e., is the same as u's Root). We would not like v
to issue a request to u, then hange it to w, then hange it ba k to u, and so on and so
forth. Thus Operation 2 is also onditioned on the negation of the following predi ate:

Predi ate AlreadyAsking:
(9w 2 v:Edge listj (w:Root = maxx2Edge list x:Root) >v:Root) ^(v:Request =v:From =v:Id)^
(v:To =w:Id) ^ (v:Dire tion = Ask)
Condition st does not hold for a node that makes a request to join another tree. When
Condition st(v ) does hold, node v parti ipates in the pro ess of forwarding requests and

grants in its tree in order to enable the addition of new nodes to the tree. Its task is
to help forwarding requests (asking to join the tree) to the root of the tree and grants
(allowing the joining) from the root ba k to the requesting node (A tions 4 7).
Similar to the tree related variables, we de ne Condition rqst for lo al he king of the
legality of the issuing and forwarding of the requests. Condition rqst is true if and only if
the variables (at that node and its neighbors) related to the task of forwarding requests
and grants are in a legal state. If rqst(v ) does not hold, but Condition st(v ) is true,
then the pro ess at node v resets the variables related to forwarding a request (A tion
3). As with the tree related variables, we de ne a lo al ondition rqst0 (that starts to
hold when A tion 3 is performed) whi h aptures intermediate lo al states of nodes that
have nished the parti ipation in handling one request and an now start parti ipation in
handling another request. Su h a ondition is ne essary to move a pro ess from handling
one request to handling another, in an orderly manner.
Condition rqst has two terms apturing the states in whi h node v handles a request
from either a hild in its tree (started by Operation 5) or from a neighbor that is requesting
to join the tree (started by Operation 4).
Condition rqst(v ):
[(w:Id 2 v:Edge list) ^(w:Parent = w:Id 6= v:Id) ^ (w:Request = w:From = v:Request =
v:
W From = w:Id= w:Root)^ (w:To = v:Id) ^ ( w:Dire tion = Ask)^ (v:To =v:Parent)℄

[(w:Id 2v:Edge list) ^ (w:Parent =v:Id) ^ (?6=w:Request =v:Request 6=w:Id)^
(v:From =w:Id) ^ (v:To =v:Parent) ^ (w:To =v:Id) ^ (w:Dire tion = Ask)℄

Condition rqst0 holds if either Condition rqst holds or if the related variables are in
a prede ned reset state (= ?).
Condition
rqst0 (v ):
W
rqst(v ) (v:Request =v:To =v:From =v:Dire tion = ?)
When st(v ) is true and rqst(v ) is false, the pro ess at node v resets the orresponding
variables to ?, thus satisfying Condition rqst0 (v ). As is the ase with Conditions st and
frst, note that Condition rqst0 implies Condition rqst, but the onverse is not true.
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Let us make a further omment on Operations 4 and 5: a pre- ondition for ea h of
these operations is that the parent is not urrently forwarding any request from v (See
the last term in the guards of Operations 4 and 5.) This is a ru ial point for the proof
of orre tness.
If node v handles a request (i.e., rqst holds at v ) and it is a root, it an grant the
request (A tion 6). That is, it sets its Dire tion to Grant. A non-root node whi h is
forwarding a request, an forward a grant, provided that its parent satis es the following
onditions (A tion 7):
1. The node is forwarding the same request (i.e., the parent and v have equal values
in their Request variable); and
2. it has re eived the request from v (i.e., the parent's From variable is v 's Id); and
3. node v has sent the request to its parent (i.e., v 's To is the Id of its Parent); and
4. the parent is forwarding the grant (i.e., the Dire tion in the Parent is Grant).
Note that Condition rqst holds at node v as long as it handles the request of its
neighbor u and u:Dire tion = Ask. As soon as node u hanges its dire tion to Grant,
Condition rqst(v ) is falsi ed (until it starts handling another request). In this ase node
v rst resets its request related variables thus satisfying Condition rqst0 (A tion 3). A
node whose request has been granted (A tion 8) joins the tree by setting its Root to the
tree root, its Parent to its neighbor from whi h it read the grant and its Distan e to be
one more than that of its parent. In addition it resets its request variables to ?.

4 Corre tness
In this se tion we prove that the ode of Figure 1 is a self stabilizing implementation of
a spanning tree algorithm in a dynami network environment. That is, if at some time t0
faults and topologi al hanges ease, then eventually the parent pointers de ne a spanning
tree at ea h onne ted omponent of the network. Hen eforth, we assume without loss of
generality that after time t0 the network of interest onsists of one onne ted omponent.
All the laims in the sequel an be proved for ea h onne ted omponent separately.
Before dwelling on the details let us des ribe the stru ture of the proof. The proof
argues about runs of the system in whi h there are no failures or topologi al hanges.
Starting in state s0 the system behavior is modeled by a run whi h is an in nite sequen e
q0 0 q1 1 : : : of alternating states and atomi operations, su h that q0 = s0 . Ea h atomi
operation i is either a lo al step, or a read of shared-memory, or a write of a sharedmemory, of one pro essor in the system. Ea h state in ludes a omplete des ription of all
the variables in all the pro essors of the system. State qi+1 is the state of the system after
applying operation i to state qi .
The sequen e keeps the ausal order of an a tual
exe ution whi h has on urrent a tions of pro essors whi h are far away from ea h other
(whereas neighboring pro essors take atomi a tions regarding shared variables one at a
time).
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We assume a fairness assumption that every non-faulty pro essor is s heduled to take
a step in nitely often in the system.
Assume that following the last failure or topologi al hange the system is pla ed in
an arbitrary global state, s0 . We pro eed by proving that following global state s0 the
system must progress through a sequen e of global states that ontains a subsequen e
s1 ; s2 ; :::s7 su h that in ea h of these states an additional global and stable property holds
until in state, s7 , the desired spanning tree property stably holds. The set of stable
properties starting at the points s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; s3 ; : : : s7 and holding thereafter in the suÆx
subsequen e starting at these points, are orrespondingly as follows:
1. By assumption, there are no faults or topologi al hanges in any suÆx of a run
starting with s0 .
2. Starting with global state s1 : the internal opies and the e ho opies that ea h node
has of its neighbors shared variables, hold an a tual value read from these shared
memory variables in some step whi h has o ured after s0 .
3. Starting from global state s2 : ea h node has read, at least on e after s1 , its e ho
variable from its neighbors and has found them equal to its own Toggle. That
is, ea h neighbor u of every node v read v 's variables into u's internal variables,
updated u(v:Toggle), and v has later read the e ho variable of u and found that it
is equal to its own Toggle variable.
4. Starting from global state s3 : for any node v in any state that immediately pre edes
the hange of state by node v , all the internal opies of v 's variables at its neighbors
have the same value as in v . (see Lemma 4.2). That is, at the time that v hanges
the value of any of its state variables from old to new, the value of the internal opy
of this variable in ea h of its neighbors is old.
5. Starting with global state s4 : all the Id type variables (e.g. Id, Root, Parent, From,
and To) in the system hold identities of a tual nodes in the network, i.e., there are
no false Ids in the network.
6. Starting with global state s5 : the largest identity in the network, r, is the root of
at least node r.
7. Starting with global state s6 : there is no y le of parent pointers among nodes
whose Root variable equals r.
8. Starting with global state s7 : the parent pointers of nodes whose root is r onstitute
a spanning tree of the network. That is, all the nodes are in luded in the tree of r.
In global state s0 the adversary may pla e arbitrary values in the memory of some
pro essors, and the topology has stabilized (the edge lists re e t the a tual topology). The
se ond and third stable properties above apture the fa t that starting from any global
state s0 a state s2 is eventually rea hed in whi h the opies (both internal opies, and
e ho variables) of all the values used in the guards evaluation or in ommands exe ution
were a tually read from registers in the shared-memory. This means that no new \fake"
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(made up by the adversary) values an be introdu ed by the algorithm, however old fake
values may be still propagating around.
The fourth stable property above is used to prove the ru ial property, that the
number of su h fake values de reases.
Let us start arguing the orre tness:

Lemma 4.1 In any run of the system that starts in state s0 (as de ned above) there
are states s1 , s2 su h that = s0 s1 s2 Æ and
1. The following stable property holds in any state q in s1 s2 Æ : for every node, the
values in the internal and in the e ho variables of the node's shared-memory were
read from the neighbors memories in a read operation in .
2. The following stable property holds in any state q in s2 Æ : for every node v , the value
v last read from ea h neighbor u's e ho variable, i.e., u(v:Toggle), is a value that
was read by u after s1 . (Noti e the handshake implied in the se ond part of the
lemma: operations of both v and u are referred to.)

Proof: The lemma follows dire tly from the fairness assumption (ea h pro ess being

s heduled in nitely often) and from the fa t that every pro essor in nitely often reads
all the shared variables of its neighbors and updates the orresponding e ho variables.
Although all the values used in any omputation in the guards and in the a tions
have been a tually read from some shared-memory variable, there ould be some old
ontaminated value moving around. The next part of the proof, established by the
following lemmas, shows that these values are also doomed to disappear.

Lemma 4.2 Let s2 be a run of the system starting in state s2 that satis es the onditions of Lemma 4.1. Then, there is a state s3 and a bounded length run fragment su h
that = s3 , and the following holds:
If qj j qj +1 is in su h that j is a hange of state variables of some pro ess v then, 8 u
neighbor of v the following ondition holds in state qj :
Neighbor Agreement:
u(v:Toggle) = v:Toggle and for every state variable v:Var of v the internal opy u(v:Var)
equals v:Var.
Proof: If pro essors stop hanging their state variables a bounded number of steps after
s2 , then the lemma trivially holds. Otherwise, let be any run fragment in whi h ea h

pro essor either stopped hanging its state variables and all its neighbors agree with it
on their value, or has hanged its state variables at least three times.
The lemma follows from the orre tness of an alternating bit proto ol that uses a
three values toggle bit over a bidire tional link whose total apa ity (in both dire tions)
is 2 ([AB89℄). In the analogy, the e ho variable is the a knowledgment and together with
the internal opy at node u is the apa ity of the link. This is the rux of the proof, but
nevertheless, herein we give a omplete proof.
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Assume to the ontrary that in state qj there is a pro essor u neighbor of v su h that
u(v:Toggle) 6= v:Toggle. By the de nition of , v has hanged its state at least three
times in . By the ode, the following subsequen e of steps, taken by v , is repeated
three times before j : (1) v reads the shared memory of all its neighbors, in luding u,
(2) v assigns the values of the Toggles read to the orresponding e ho variables, (3) v
veri es that the e ho of v 's toggle, whi h it read in (1) from ea h of its neighbors (e.g.
u(v:Toggle)), equals the a tual value of v:Toggle.
Assume that in step j node v hanges its toggle from i to (i 2) mod 3, then it must
+)
have found the value of u(v:Toggle) that it last read in vread (resulting in state sread
v
+ and
equal to v:Toggle = i. Sin e the value of v:Toggle does not hange between sread
v
+ . (Otherwise node v would
qj , the following holds: u(v:Toggle) = v:Toggle in state sread
v
not have hanged the ontents of its state variables.) Thus the only way in whi h the
+ node u holds a di erent
lemma is falsi ed for u(v:Toggle) in state qj is if in state sread
v
value of v:Toggle in an internal variable. This internal value has not yet been posted in
+ but is posted in qj . Let this di erent value be z . Thus the following
u(v:Toggle) in sread
v
hronologi al subsequen e of steps must have taken pla e:
value in
value in u's
value in
Operation
v:Toggle internal opy u's e ho
of v:Toggle u(v:Toggle)
read
v : v reads u(v:Toggle) = i
i
z
i
u : u(v:Toggle) := z
i
z
i!z
j : v:Toggle:=(i 2)
i ! (i 2)
z
By the de nition of , v has hanged its state variables at least three times after s2
and before qj . Let the last two hanges of state variables in v that pre ede j be v 2 ,
and v 1 . Before ea h su h state variables hange v reads u(v:Toggle) at least on e. Let
the last su h read before ea h state variables hange be vread2 , and vread1 respe tively. That
is, we onsider the following subsequen e of events:
value in
value in u's
value in
Operation
v:Toggle
internal opy
u's e ho
of v:Toggle u(v:Toggle)
vread2 : v reads u(v:Toggle) = (i 2)
(i 2)
(i 2)
v 2 : v:Toggle:=(i 1)
(i 2) ! (i 1)
read
v 1 : v reads u(v:Toggle) = (i 1)
(i 1)
(i 1)
v 1 : v:Toggle:=i
(i 1) ! i
vread : v reads u(v:Toggle) = i
i
z
i
u : u(v:Toggle) := z
i
z
i!z
j : v:Toggle:=(i 2)
i ! (i 2)
z
Note that there are no other hanges of state variables in node v in between v 2 and
j .
Consider the last two times that u has read v:Toggle before vread , denoted by uread
and uread . In the earlier one, uread , u must have read v:Toggle = i and in the later one,
uread , u must have read v:Toggle = z . Sin e z 6= i we have the following fa t:
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

z

i

z
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i

F1: uread is before v 1 (be ause after that the value of v:Toggle is i).
Note that uread is before uread . Thus
F2: uread must be before v 2 (be ause only before v 2 does v:Toggle = i and after
it v:Toggle 6= i (until v 1 ); indeed v:Toggle = i also after v 1 , but this is already after
uread , a ording to Fa t F1, while uread is before uread ).
In the following table uread is pla ed in the latest pla e permitted a ording to Fa t
i

z

z

i

i

i

i

i

i

z

z

i

z

F1. Note that it an be pla ed in an earlier time.
value in
Operation
v:Toggle

value in u's
value in
internal opy
u's e ho
of v:Toggle u(v:Toggle)

uread : u reads v:Toggle = i
i
i
read
v 2 : v reads u(v:Toggle) = (i 2)
(i 2)
(i 2)
v 2 : v:Toggle:=(i 1)
(i 2) ! (i 1)
vread1 : v reads u(v:Toggle) = (i 1)
(i 1)
(i 1)
read
u : u reads v:Toggle = z
z
z
v 1 : v:Toggle:=i
(i 1) ! i
vread : v reads u(v:Toggle) = i
i
z
i
u : u(v:Toggle) := z
i
z
i!z
j : v:Toggle:=(i 2)
i ! (i 2)
z
z
By Fa t F1, in v 1 , node u must be holding the values z (in an internal variable).
By Fa t F2, in v 1 and in vread1 , node u must also hold (either in an internal variable
or in the e ho variable) the value i. However, at vread1 the e ho variable at u has been
equal to (i 1). Sin e the e ho variable is not opied to the internal one (while the
internal variable may be opied to the e ho variable) the value i must have been held in
the internal variable at v 1 . Thus, during v 1 the same internal variable at u holds
i

i

i

i

z

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

two di erent values, whi h is impossible.
Thus in state qj , u(v:Toggle) = v:Toggle and this value has been read by u from
v:Toggle after v 1 . Hen e the internal variables u(v:Var) (read at the same time as
u(v:Toggle)) equal v:Var in every state that follows vread up to and in luding qj .
i

i

Corollary 4.3 Let ru be the last time v read the variables of its neighbor u before step
j that is after State s3 . Then Neighbor Agreement (Lemma 4.2) holds just after ru as

well.

Proof: The orollary follows from the observation that v may take Step j immediately
after Step ru . Thus, if a ase where the orollary does not hold exists, one ould show a
s hedule for whi h Lemma 4.2 does not hold.
The next three lemmas prove that eventually the following stable property holds: rm ,
the largest identity in the network, is the largest Root value in the network.
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De nition 4.4

We de ne r bran h, r grant interval, and r request interval in
the system in a state s as follows:

r bran h: a maximal path of nodes fv1 ; v2 ; : : : vh g su h that there exists a node vh+1
(possibly the same as vh ) and for ea h i, 1  i  h the following holds: vi :Root= r,
vi :Parent =vi+1 :Id, and Condition st holds at vi .

r request interval: a path of nodes fvj ; vj +1 ; : : : vj +l g that is ontained in an r bran h
su h that for ea h i, 0  i  l the following holds: vj +i :Request= p for some identity
p 6= ?.

r grant interval: (A) a maximal r request interval fvj ; vj +1 ; : : : vj +l g su h that there
exists j  k  j + l su h that either (A.1) ea h node vi i  k has its vi :Dire tion =
Grant and if k > j then vk :From = vk 1 :Id, or su h that (A.2) vj +l (vj +l :Parent:Dire tion)=Grant,
and vj +l (vj +l :Parent:From)=vj +l :Id. (B) Any subpath that is in luded in a grant interval is also a grant interval.

The hild end of an interval or a bran h: a pre x of the interval or the bran h.
The parent end of an interval or a bran h: a suÆx of the interval or the bran h.
Note that in one bran h one an pla e several grant intervals. Note also that there are
two ways for a part of a request interval to be a maximal grant interval. One is by having
its last nodes (i.e., the parent side) forward a grant. However, sin e an atomi operation
is a single read, it may happen that when a node vi reads its parent's Dire tion register
the value read is Grant, and then the parent has hanged the ontents of its Dire tion
before the hild has made its next move. Sin e the hild may still a t based on the old
value, we still all this interval a grant interval. (The internal variable may also ontain
the value Grant be ause of an initial assignment by the adversary.)
We now onsider a major obsta le with whi h a self stabilizing algorithm needs to
ope. This is the notion of false values that are allowed in a self-stabilizing systems.

De nition 4.5 A value rf is a false root in state s if in state s there does not exist a
node u su h that u:Id = rf but there exists a node v , su h that either
1. v:Root = rf ; or
2. some other node w has an internal opy w(v:Root) = rf .

The next de nition deals with a ertain kind of a false tree, for whi h it is easier to
prove that it eventually disappears.

De nition 4.6 A value f is a false-tree in state s if in state s there exists a node v su h
that v:Root = f and there does not exist an f bran h that in ludes v , and that f is its
last node (at the parent end).
If node v above belongs to an f bran h (or an f request interval, or an f grant interval)
then this f bran h (or an f request interval, or an f grant interval) is said to be an f
bran h of the false tree of f (or an r request interval of the false tree of f , or an r grant
interval of the false tree of f ).
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Lemma 4.7 Consider state s1 satisfying lemma 4.1 and a value rx , then if rx is not a
false root in s1 than it annot be a false root in any state in any run s1 .
Proof: Follows from the fa t that only values that are opied from other variables or

internal variables are assigned to identity variables (e.g. Root).
Our goal is to prove that eventually there are no false roots or false-trees, and that
rm , the largest identity in the network, be omes the root of itself and of all the other
nodes. A major obsta le in proving this property is that there might be erroneous grant
intervals in the network that give nodes the permission to join a false-tree. That is, if
the r bran h were not able to expand into new nodes then the proof would be rather
simple sin e the parent end of these erroneous r bran hes would be ontinuously eroded
(by Operation 1). This holds sin e Condition st does not hold at the node at the parent
end. However, grant intervals have the property that they may enable the addition of
new nodes to their r bran hes at the hild end of the interval. Thus, we rst have to
prove that the number of grant intervals of false roots does not grow (even though the
number of su h r bran hes may grow!) and that eventually the false roots grant intervals
disappear. The following lemmas establish this fa t; that is, eventually there are no r
grant intervals for any false root. First, Lemma 4.8 shows that no new grant interval is
formed for a false root. This is the main lemma we use in the proof of orre tness.

Lemma 4.8 Let s0 s3 qj j qj +1 be any run that starts from s0 , where j is an operation
(and qj ; qj +1 are states), and state s3 satis es Lemma 4.2. Then any f grant interval
of a false root f that exists in state qj +1 existed also in qj .
Proof:

We onsider all possible operations j . Ea h j taken by some node v may be either
one of the following:
1. a opy by v of a variable of a neighbor of v into an internal variable, or
2. the assignment of the internal opy of a Toggle variable into an e ho variable, or
3. an atomi exe ution of one guarded ommand in the ode of Figure 1 using the
values in v 's internal opies to evaluate the guards and ompute the values to
be assigned. This in ludes the he k that v 's Toggle equals u(v:Toggle) for every
neighbor u.
For ea h possible operation we show that if it results in a grant interval in state qj +1 then
this grant interval must have existed also in state qj .

j is a read from a neighbor u: The hange of an internal variable at v may e e t
the existen e of a grant interval by either ausing Condition st(v ) to be ome true
thus making v a part of a bran h and a grant interval, or by ausing Condition
(A.2) in de nition 4.4 to be true. In the later ase, if v is a part of a grant interval
by Condition (A.2) of De nition 4.4 after j , then v has been a part of this grant
interval before j by Condition (A.1).
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In the former sub- ase, Condition st(v ) does not hold before the read, but holds
after the read. Sin e j is after s2 , node v has no parent sin e v performed the
operation j while st(v ) was not true. Thus, either frst(v ) held (and v did not
have a parent di erent from itself, or frst(v ) did not hold either, and thus the only
permitted operation is 1, after whi h v 's parent is itself.
We have established that if st(v ) starts to hold after j then v is a root. By the
de nition of Condition st(v ) we know that v:Root = v:Id. Sin e v does exist, it
does not belong to a grant interval of a false root of v .

j is a opy of an internal opy of a neighbor Toggle variable into an e ho variable:
This operation does not a e t variables that are used in the de nition of grant intervals (De nition 4.4).

j is the exe ution of Operation 1: This an ause grant intervals to ease to exist,
but not vi e versa.

j is the exe ution of Operation 2: Sin e v has no parent, and sin e it sets v:Request

to Ask (and not to Grant) neither Condition (A.1) nor Condition (A.2) of De nition
4.4 an be ome true (and part (B) of that de nition does not hold either).

j is the exe ution of Operation 3: This ase is similar to that of Operation 1.
j is the exe ution of Operation 4: If v is not a part of a grant interval in state qj +1

then the lemma holds. Similarly, the lemma holds trivially for ea h grant interval
that node v is a part of in both states qj and in qj +1 . Thus, assume that there is a
grant interval that in ludes v in state qj +1 , but did not in lude v in state qj .
Note that in Operation 4 node v assigns the value Ask (and not Grant) to its
Dire tion variable. Thus, for v to be a part of a grant interval in state qj +1 either
(1) v (v:Parent:From) = v:Id (a grant interval a ording to Condition (A.2) of
de nition 4.4), or (2) v:Parent:From = v:Id and v:Parent:Request=v:Request (a
grant interval a ording to Condition (A.1) of De nition 4.4; see the de nition of
a request interval for the value of v:Parent:Request in this ase).
If (1) holds then v does not perform Operation 4. Thus, it remains to show that
neither does (2) hold by proving that in state qj +1 either v:Parent:From 6= v:Id or
v:Parent:Request 6=v:Request. To prove this, let us assume the onverse.
Let w be the value of v:Parent in state qj . By the de nition of s3 (as being after
s2 ), all the internal opies in v of the form v (w:Var) in state qj were a tually read
from node w. Let r (starting in state sr and resulting in state sr+1 ) be the last
su h read operation in s3 where v opies the variables of v:Parent before state
qj . By the algorithm (and the de nition of r ) the urrent operation j is the rst
a tion (among operations 1-8) v takes after r . This means that no state variable
of v (i.e., of the form v:Var) hanges its value between r and qj . (internal and e ho
variables of neighbors other than v:Parent in v may have hanged their values.) In
parti ular, v:Parent has the same value w in state sr and state qj +1 , as well as in
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all the states that are between these two in the run. Thus, we may speak of w and
of the value of v:Parent inter hangeably, without spe ifying the state.
Sin e r is the last time v read w before j , we know that w:From 6= v:Id at r ,
otherwise j ould not have been Operation 4. However, we assumed that at qj the
value of w:From is v:Id. Thus there exists an operation w (that is later than r
but earlier than j ) where w assigned the value v:Id to the variable w:From.
On the other hand, re all that by the de nition of s3 (and by Corollary 4.3) the
values of w's internal opies (of v 's state variables) at r are the values of v 's state
variables at that time. In parti ular, the value of w(v:Request) at r is the value
of v:Request at that time. Sin e v does not hange that value until j , then, by
the guard of Operation 4 the value of v:Request and thus of w(v:Request) is ?.
(Otherwise v does not perform Operation 4: note that for frst to hold while st
does not, the following must hold: v:Request = ?.)
We laim that the value of w(v:Request) is still ? at w . This is learly true if w
does not read v 's variables again between r and w . Re all again that the values
of v 's state variables do not hange between these two operations. Thus, even if w
does read v 's variables again in this interval, it still nds the value ? in v:Request.
We established that w assigns the value v:Id to w:From at w although the value of
w(v:Request) is ? at that time. This ontradi ts the guards in the algorithm that
ontrol the assignment of values to w:Request.

j is the exe ution of Operation 5: This ase is similar to that of Operation 4.
j is the exe ution of Operation 6: If this operation takes pla e, then v does not
belong to a grant interval of a false tree. (In qj +1 the following holds: v:Root=v:Id.)
j is the exe ution of Operation 7: This ase is similar to the ase of a read operation from a parent.

j is the exe ution of Operation 8: Note that in Operation 8 node v sets v:Request
to ?. Thus, v is not a part of a request interval.

Lemma 4.9 Let rm be the largest node Id in the network in state s1 . Then in any suÆiently long run s1 s4 the ardinality of the set of false roots fr~jr~ > rm g is monotoni ally
de reasing until a state s4 is rea hed su h that at any state in any run s4 there are no
false roots greater than rm .
Proof: Let r1 > r2 > : : : > rh, be the list of false root Ids that are larger than rm at state
s1 , and let s1 be any in nite run starting from s1 . We show that there is a sequen e
of states s14 ; s24 ; : : : ; sh4 = s4 that is a subsequen e of and in the suÆx of starting at
state si4 , 1  i  h, no Root variable has the value ri . By Lemma 4.7 if there are false
roots that are larger than rm then r1 is well de ned. The number of r1 grant intervals
in state s1 is bounded, and by Lemma 4.8 any r1 grant interval in a later state, existed
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already in s1 . Sin e r1 is the largest value in the network, a node that hanges its Root
to r1 be ause of an r1 grant interval, would hange its Root from r1 to some other value
only if the rst node v (on the hild side) on that grant interval has as well hanged its
Root. This means that all the grant intervals that start (on the hild side) with v an be
a ounted (together) only on e for an extension of a bran h by one node. Consider an r1
bran h with l nodes in state s3 , it, therefore, an extend into at most l new nodes in
(a tually, a more areful argument shows that it an extend into at most 1 new node).
On the other hand, at the parent of the r1 bran h there must be a node w su h that
w:Parent:Id 6= r1 , sin e node r1 does not exist. Node w ertainly resets its Root variable
in a nite number of steps after s1 (in at most 2 loops of node w through the algorithm),
sin e on e w reads the registers of its neighbors neither Condition st nor frst will hold
at w.
All together, in a bounded number of steps taken after the network is in state s1 , all
the nodes along any r1 bran h similarly reset their Root variable. Let the state rea hed
at that point be s14 . At that state all r2 grant intervals may have already disappeared
too. Let ri2 be the largest remaining false root. The above argument (used above to
show that r1 eventually disappears) also shows that eventually ri2 disappears. This is
indu tively repeated until no more false roots remain.

Corollary 4.10 Let rm be the node with the largest Id in the network. Then eventually a
state s5 is rea hed where rm is a root and there is no larger Root variable in the network.
Lemma 4.11 Let rm be the highest Id of a node in the network. Eventually there are no
r bran hes for the false tree of rm .
Proof: Consider the suÆx of the run where r is the highest identity. Nodes annot leave

the orre t tree in this suÆx. Thus, a part of the orre t tree annot be dis onne ted
and be ome a false tree of r. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.9.
Let us now prove that a tree rooted at rm eventually spans the network.

Lemma 4.12 For any node vi in an rm bran h fv1 ; v2 ; :::; vh g with vh :Id = rm and
vh :Distan e=0, the Root, Parent and the Distan e variables do no hange in any run
starting from s5
Proof: Straightforward from the ode and the de nition of s5 .
Lemma 4.13 Eventually a state s6 is rea hed su h that there are no y les in any rm
bran h.

Proof: By way of ontradi tion. Consider a run that starts from state s5 . If there is
a y le then either it is a y le in state s5 or it is reated in some state in after s5 .
If there is a y li bran h in state s5 , then in a bounded number of steps at least one
node, v , on the y le, will observe that its v:Distan e+1 6= v:Parent:Distan e. Thus, node
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v will reset its variables and will break the y le. So the y le must be reated after the
network is in state s5 .
By the de nition of an r bran h ea h node on it has at most one parent. Thus the

only way to reate a y le is for the last node on it (the one with no parent) to adopt
another node on the bran h as a parent, while maintaining the identity r as the Root.
This is not possible by the de nition of s5 and by the part of the ode that sele ts a
parent.

De nition 4.14 A orre t tree is a tree de ned by the Parent relation, su h that its root
r is the node with the largest identity, and for every node v in the tree Condition st holds
and the value of the internal variables in v (that are used for omputing Condition st) is
the same as the value of their original state variables.

Lemma 4.15 A orre t tree exists in the network in every state of any run that starts
from some state s6 .
Proof: Follows from Corollary 4.10 and Lemma 4.13.
Lemma 4.16 In any in nite run s6 there exists a state s06 in whi h every node that is

not in a orre t tree, but is a neighbor of a node in a orre t tree (if su h exists), has its
Request equal to rm (the largest node Id in the network), its Dire tion to ask, and its To
to its neighbor (whi h is in the orre t tree).

Proof: Consider su h a node v after rea hing s6 and after the ondition des ribed in

Lemma 4.11 starts to hold (i.e., no more false trees). If it is not a root then either its
Root is that of the orre t tree, or its Root is smaller than rm . In the se ond ase learly
Condition st does not hold at v . (At least it stops to be true when v reads the variables of
its neighbors). In the rst ase, by Lemma 4.11 if Condition st does hold for it, then by
the fairness assumption it will eventually join the orre t tree by reading its neighbors.
Thus Condition st eventually does not hold for it in both ases, and it must be ome a
root. Then, the algorithm di tates that it makes a request to join the neighboring tree
with the largest Root value, whi h by the assumption is the orre t tree.

De nition 4.17 An Id v 6= ? in the Request variable of a node u in the orre t tree is
alled a orre t request if



node u is in a request interval that starts at a node w (in the orre t tree) that is a
neighbor of node v , and






v 's request variable is equal to v , and
v 's Dire tion variable ontains an Ask, and
v is a root, and
v:To = w.
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Lemma 4.18 In any in nite run s06 there exists a state s006 su h that = s006 and the
following holds for every state in : all the Ids in the Request registers of the nodes in
the orre t tree are orre t requests.

Proof: Consider an Id p in a Request register of a node v in the orre t tree in state s06

that is not a orre t request, and onsider the request interval to whi h this node belongs.
First onsider the ase that in every two onse utive states sj ; sj +1 in the interval
in sj +1 does not ontain any node not belonging to the interval in sj . (More formally,
this is the ase where v belongs to request intervals of some in orre t request p both in
sj and in sj +1 and the interval in sj +1 does not in lude a node that does not belong to
the interval in state sj ; Sin e there exists an obvious one to one mapping between these
two intervals we treat them hen eforth as one interval that hanges in time.) Clearly,
Condition rqst does not hold at the rst node on the hild end of this interval. Thus
that node will reset all the variables that are related to the request (operation 3). Note
that the request is opied only from a hild to its parent, and not vi e versa. Thus, a
repeated pro edure of reset will eventually ause this interval to disappear.
Now onsider the ase that the interval expands to new nodes. By Lemma 4.12 and
Lemma 4.13 and the fa t that the interval may expand only from a node to its parent
the request interval an expand only into a nite number of nodes. Now onsider a state
after whi h that interval no longer expands. The argument for the previous ase now
shows that this request interval eventually disappears in this ase too.

Lemma 4.19 If in the suÆx of a run after s6 the orre t tree does not span the entire
network then in bounded number of steps the tree size will grow.

Proof: By Lemma 4.16 every neighbor v of the orre t tree will eventually set its request

variables (A tion 4) requesting to join the orre t tree. By Lemma 4.18 in orre t requests
will disappear making way for orre t requests. By A tions 4 and 5 in the ode a request
interval will expand from a requesting node v over a path of parent links in the dire tion
of the root, and eventually (by Lemma 4.12) there must be a bran h from some node v
not on the orre t tree to the root of the orre t tree. Sin e this is a orre t request, then
by A tions 6 and 7 in the ode this will eventually ause a grant interval to rea h v , and
v will join the orre t tree.

Lemma 4.20 Eventually a orre t tree spans the network.
Proof: Follows from Lemma 4.19 and from Lemma 4.12.
Theorem 4.21 In a bounded amount of time after s0 the following onditions hold:
(Convergen e) the network is spanned by a orre t tree, and
(Termination) Condition st is true, and remains so, at all the nodes.
Proof: Follows from Lemmas 4.20, 4.18 and 4.12.
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5

Appli ations as Modular Extensions

One motivation for the onstru tion of the above algorithm is the possibility to use
it as a modular omponent in other algorithms. Exa t omposition of self-stabilizing
tasks is des ribed in [Sto93℄ (where omposition based on ombining proto ols whi h use
independent variables is put forth); this method an be employed to onstru t algorithms
on top of the spanning tree pro edure in a modular way, as will be shown below.
One example is solving the famous token passing problem: On e a spanning-tree
proto ol is onstru ted we an a hieve mutual ex lusion by token passing along a virtual
ring embedded in a DFS traversal on the tree. (This idea was independently suggested in
[DIM94℄.) The passing of the token on the virtual ring an use some known self stabilizing
ring token passing algorithm, e.g., [Dij74, AB89℄.
We an further use our tree to have a self stabilizing reset pro edure, i.e., a pro edure
that translates algorithms designed for stati networks to run orre tly over dynami
( hanging topology) networks [AAG87, ACK90℄. Given a self stabilizing spanning tree
algorithm, the onstru tion of a self stabilizing reset algorithm is simple.
Katz and Perry [KP94℄ suggested a novel self stabilizing general proto ol extensions
based on a snapshot olle ted at a leader. A generalization of their self-stabilizing snapshot an be a hieved for the ase that no leader is known in advan e, whi h implies in
turn that general proto ols an be self-stabilized and even on a dynami network. In
addition, a spanning tree an also be used to improve the omplexity of the pro edure in
[KP94℄.
Let us present here one extension of our algorithm in more details; this extension may
be of interest by itself. This is the task of breaking symmetry and onstru ting a rooted
spanning tree in an anonymous network. In fa t, after this extension was suggested in the
pro eedings version of this paper, several algorithms to perform this task were developed,
e.g. [AEYH92, A94℄). Another modular onstru tion was independently used in [DIM91℄.
Hen eforth, we assume that nodes do not have unique identities and hen e need to rely
on randomization to break symmetry.
The main idea of the randomized extension is as follows: We would like to run the
algorithm des ribed in the previous se tion. In order to supply the anonymous nodes
with IDs we give ea h 2 log n bits, whi h are randomly ipped to sele t a random ID
as in e.g., [AM94, SS94℄, where n is now a bound on the number of nodes. Even when
hosen at random (let alone by the adversary) it is still possible (with exponentially small
probability) that the largest ID sele ted is not unique, i.e., is sele ted by more than one
node. Therefore, we add a self-stabilizing pro edure that runs on top of our self-stabilizing
spanning tree algorithm and whi h guarantees to eventually (exponentially fast) dete t
the ase in whi h there are two or more trees with the same highest ID value. If su h
is dete ted then the algorithm starts all over by ea h node sele ting a new random ID,
and performing Operation 1 in our ode. In what follows we outline the pro edure that
dete ts the ase in whi h there are two or more trees with the same highest ID. Note
that node v sele ts a new ID if either ondition frst does not hold at v or if ondition
st holds at v and v is a root that dete ted the existen e of another neighboring tree with
the same identity.
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The veri ation of uniqueness of the root identity is arried out by ea h root repeatedly
\ oloring" with a random olor, and \un oloring" its tree. If one of its des endants
observes a neighboring node that was believed to belong to the same tree but is olored
with a di erent olor, then the alarm is set sin e a ollision of ID'S is dete ted. On
the other hand, if all the nodes of the tree always observe their neighbors olored with
the same olor as they are olored with, then with a probability that approa hes 1
exponentially fast, this tree, and its root identity, are unique.
For the sake of ompleteness, let us elaborate more on the method by whi h a tree
he ks whether some other neighboring tree root has the same identity. Ea h tree root
periodi ally initiates a \ oloring" phase, in whi h every node in the tree is \ olored" by
a olor taken at random from the set f0,1g. The oloring is then used by neighboring
nodes, w and v , to dete t whether they belong to the same tree, in whi h ase they both
have the same olor in every oloring phase. If ea h of w and v belongs to a di erent tree,
but with the same tree root identity, then with probability 1 (in a pro ess that onverges
exponentially fast) w and v are olored with di erent olors at some point in time, sin e
the roots repeat this random pro edure to in nity.
The oloring is performed by a self-stabilizing broad ast and e ho on the tree (see
[Seg83, Cha79℄). Every two phases of oloring are separated by a phase of broad ast
and e ho of a \reset" olor, alled NoColor. The \no- oloring" step ensures that nodes
ompare olors of the same phase. Otherwise, be ause of the asyn hronous nature of
the network, it ould have happened that one node, v , in a tree is still olored by one
olor, , while another node, w, in the same tree is already olored by a \new" olor that
may be di erent than . Nodes w and v ould have (in this ase) onsidered themselves
belonging to two di erent trees with the same root identity. We prevent that by using
the NoColor phase, mentioned above.
The implementation of the oloring phases builds upon the same self-stabilizing te hniques as we have developed in the spanning tree algorithm of Se tion 3. For that
implementation ea h node v has the following additional variables whose usage is explained in the sequel: v:Color, v:Broad ast, v: ollision, and v:Compare(u) for ea h neighbor u. A root r starts a oloring phase whenever Condition st be omes true at r,
or when Condition st holds and its previous oloring terminated, that is the variable
r:Broad ast=E ho. Furthermore, its previous oloring had to terminate su essfully, i.e.,
with variable r: ollision = False (no di erent tree with the same identity was found).
When starting a oloring phase root r rst sele ts the new olor as follows: If it is
olored, (r:Color 6= NoColor), then r needs to reset the tree olor by assigning NoColor to
r:Color. Otherwise, (r:Color = NoColor) node r assigns a random bit to r:Color. Then r
assigns Wave to r:Broad ast to signal that the value of r:Color should be adopted by r's
hildren. When any node adopts a new olor it also resets r:Compare(x) to Unde ned
for every neighbor x, and it reset r: ollision to False. This will enable the omparison of
ea h node olor and the olors of its neighbors.
Consider a node v su h that st(v ) = true, and whose parent w is broad asting olor
. One legal state for v is to be broad asting olor . Another is to be e hoing olor .
That is: v:Color = = w:Color, v:Broad ast = E ho. However, for the latter state to be
legal ea h hild u of v (if su h exists) must be e hoing as well, i.e., u:Color = and
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u:Broad ast = E ho. If v is neither broad asting olor nor e hoing this olor when it
noti es that its parent is broad asting then v starts broad asting , resets v:Compare(x)
to Unde ned for every neighbor x, and resets v: ollision to False.
Whenever v is broad asting it also he ks the olors of ea h of its neighbors. That
is, if u's olor is not NoColor and v:Compare(u) = Unde ned then v sets v:Compare(u) to
u:Color.
For a node v to start e hoing it waits for the following onditions (Condition E ho)
to hold:




All v 's hildren (if su h exist) are e hoing .
Node v 's parent is broad asting . (Otherwise there is no more broad ast to onverge, and v resets its oloring related variables.)

 If v's

olor is di erent from NoColor then it also waits that ea h of its neighbors x
has noti ed v 's olor. That is, x:Compare(v ) =v:Color.



Similarly, if v 's olor is di erent than NoColor then it waits until it has noti ed the
olor of ea h of its neighbors x. That is, v waits until v:Compare(x) 6= Unde ned.

To avoid deadlo ks, if v:Color = NoColor then v does not wait to have its olor noti ed
by its neighbors. Similarly node v does not wait to noti e its neighbors' olors.
When Condition E ho holds (together with Condition st) node v starts e hoing .
In addition, if any hild x of v dete ts a neighboring tree with the same identity but a
di erent olor (x: ollision = True) or v itself dete ts a ollision then v sets v: ollision to
True. Node v dete ts a ollision if when it starts e hoing there is a neighbor u su h that
v:Compare(u) is de ned and v:Compare(u) 6= v:Color 6= NoColor.
Finally, if a root r is e hoing a value and another tree with the same identity was
dete ted (r: ollision = True) then r restarts the algorithm: it resets all its variables and
randomly hooses another identity. This will ause ondition st to fail at all the neighbors
of r in the tree, and indu tively at all the other nodes in its tree. This will restart the
algorithm at these nodes. Any node that dete ts that ondition st is violated, redraws a
new id in the range [1; : : : ; n2 ℄.
The method thus des ribed satis es the following Claim whose proof is not in luded:

Claim 1 The spanning tree algorithm for anonymous networks des ribed above eventually satis es the following properties:

(Convergen e:) The network is spanned by a orre t tree, and
(Termination:) Condition st holds forever at all the nodes.
By standard methods, (Claim 10 in [AM94℄) the algorithm takes expe ted O(1) phases
of drawing new identities, and the time of ea h phase might be O(n2 ) (the time ne essary
to onstru t a tree) and only expe ted O(n) time to dete t ollisions.
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We remark that if a bound on the network's size is not known but the ID register is
(ne essarily) of in nite size, a pro edure like the above is still possible. In this ase, ea h
time a ollision is dete ted between two highest value IDs, the di erent olors used to
dete t the ollision are appended to the IDs thus forming new IDs that are guaranteed
to be di erent. In this model the adversary is onstrained to a ess (and orrupt) any
nite pre x of the registers, while the algorithm is apable of a essing the pre x plus
O(n) additional bits of the register in one step. In the worst ase the algorithm adds, on
top of the bits set by the adversary, n additional bits (sin e n is the worst ase bound
on the potential number of node ID ollisions). This s heme is expe ted to repeat the
basi spanning-tree algorithm O(log n) times before it stabilizes (this holds with very
high probability as well). Note that the advantage of this is that a bound on the network
size is not ne essary, but it omes for the pri e of unbounded size registers.

6 Con lusions
We have introdu ed and presented the lo al dete tion paradigm for self stabilization
(later alled by [AV91℄ \lo al he king"), as well as examples for its appli ation to derive
new spanning tree algorithms and appli ations thereof. The main example is the self
stabilizing proto ol for onstru ting a spanning tree (and derived tasks, e.g., reset) in a
general topology network that does not have a pre-spe i ed leader. Using this tree other
tasks an be easily performed, su h as, reset, topology update, and transformation of
proto ols to be self stabilizing.
We presented our algorithm with read/write atomi ity and designed \lo al agreement"
pro edures for neighboring nodes to agree. Our network model ombined dynami ally
hanging topology and memory faults.
Following the initial pro eedings version of this paper [AKY90℄ additional related
works have has been arried out; some of whi h were motivated by this work. In
[AEYH92, DIM91℄ algorithms with better time omplexity are presented, in parti ular an
optimal expe ted time randomized algorithm for the ase that a polynomial bound on the
diameter is known is presented in [DIM91℄. It is not hard to he k that our quies en e
time omplexity is O(n2), where n is the size of the network (not available to the nodes).
[AKM+ 93℄ used the lo al dete tion paradigm to a hieve a (O(diameter)) time and worst
ase O(log2 n) message size self stabilizing reset and self stabilizing syn hronizer, however, the reset algorithm requires an a-priori bound on the diameter (although the time
omplexity is not a fun tion of this bound but rather the a tual network parameters). In
[A94℄ an O(diameter) time algorithms are presented that do not require su h a bound.
Novel re ursive methods that in parti ular employ lever appli ations of our te hnique
enable redu tion of the spa e requirements for self-stabilizing proto ols in the re ent body
of work done by Awerbu h, Itkis, Levin and Ostrovsky (see [AO94, IL94℄).
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